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Cloud excellence starts here

The AWS ELP is designed around the needs and capabilities of your company. 
Contact us today to discuss what form your program could take.

Contact us

AWS ELP is the cloud enablement program that gives you guided 
support to manage your organization’s digital transformation. 
 
Discover how to create shared vision, drive change and culture and 
put cloud enablement into practice. 
 
It’s time to achieve cloud excellence. 

The AWS Enterprise Learning Program (ELP)
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Many factors can impact your cloud transformation.  
How do you determine what’s holding you back? 
 
Use our interactive tool to assess your people and 
operational readiness to identify areas where the  
AWS Enterprise Learning Program can help you  
succeed with your digital transformation.

Your cloud capability

Start assessment

Make transformation  
happen

 Discover the pillars of successful 
digital transformation.

Read now

Accelerate cloud 
adoption

What if you could 
go faster?

Show videoGet infographic

What’s slowing 
you down?

Find out what lies behind slow digital 
transformation initiatives.
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Other related resources

93% of Enterprises have a cloud first strategy2, yet the average cloud adoption is less than 20%3. 
 
There is a gap between ambition and achievement. And it’s caused not by a lack technology investment,  
but difficulties in creating the right culture, finding the right skills, and the ability to manage the change necessary  
to deliver true cloud transformation. 
 
AWS has the answer to help you realize your transformation objectives, and ultimately achieve cloud excellence. 
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